Specifying Custom Gears
c..Kent

IReece! & Char:les MI. Cooper

Gear design and specification are not one and
the same. They are the first two steps in making
a gear ..The designer sits down and mathematically defines the gear tooth, working with the
base pitch of the gear, the pressure angle he
wants to employ. the number of teeth he wants,
the lead, the tooth thickness, and the outside,
form and root diameters. With these data, the
designer can create a mathematical model of the
gear. At this stage, hewill also decide whether
the gear will be made from existing cutting tools
or whether new tools will be needed, what kind
of materials he will use,and whether or not he
will have the gear beat treated and finished.
That is the designend, The specifications are
the data given to the manufacturer that permit
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him to properly make and test YOllr gear. Here
we are discussing the design drawing you submit as well as the information that should and
should not be included. At this pointin the process, any vagaries in your design, SI.Ichas the
effects of heat treating or finishing, should have
already been resolved, When you are ready to
write your pecifications, you should be ready to
make your gear.
DeSigning Your Gear
Hears are usually designed from tbeir cutlers
(hobs, shaper cutter, etc.) and, likewi e, cutting
tools are often designed from the specifications
of the gears being made. If you create a new
gear, it is possible that you will be able to use
ex.isting tools to manufacture it, but the odds are
that you will want to create a new tool to handle
the mew design. The data you will need toaccomplish this come from the basic design elements of the gear itself. All. of the foHowimg
parameters can be delineated in either metric
(millimeters) or English (inches) units.
A word should be said about metric and
English measurements, The global market today
is primarily metric. The prevalence of English
measurements in the United. States is, for the most
part, due to the vast number of cutting tools in the
inventory that are already specified in inches.
Since it is likely that you will have to convert
your gear measurements to metricanyway, as
long as you are going to design the tool as well as
the gear, you will save yourself some work by
designingthe gear io metric to begin with.
Base Pitch. This is the base circle circumference divided by the number of teeth. It is a constant distance between each of the teeth along
tile line or action. The symbol for base pitch is
Ph in both metric and English designs. The term
Normal Base Pitch refers to the base pitch. in the
normal plane of an involute helical gear.
Pressure Angle.. The angle. measured in
degrees, between the line of pressure and the
plane tangent to the pitch circle at the pitch point
(the point of tangency between two pitch circles). The pressure angle is labeled a or at'

Number oj Teeth. The number of teeth your
gear has along its entire circumference. The
symtxlt is '"2' In spur gear ,iliiis parameter is
determined from the piLch diameter (0) and the
diametral pitch (I') with the formula N '" D x P.
For helical geaJ'S.lhe formula is N = D x I' x
Cos(fjJ where fj isthe helix angle .
.lead and Hand o/.the Helix. Lead is a measurement of the axial advance of the helix for one
complete tum. Hand i the direction of the tum.
specified as eitherright or left. The lead symbol.
jp~.
Hefix Anglt )IS. Lead. Specify the lead of a
gear rather than the helix angl.e because lead is a
constant value while helix angle is 1I10t. Finding
the helix angle depends upon knowing the diameter of the circle associated with. the angle.
Tooth Thickness. The arc thicknes of the
tooth ala given radiu from the mounting center
of the gear. As a pecification, this measurement
i also referred to as circular tDoth: ,.a4ilJS, The
metric . ymca] for tooth thickness is s. In
English unit it is I. To mathematicaUy find the
normal tooth Lhicknes in a tandard spur gear.
II e the diametral pitch (I') tin the fcrmula r '"
J.570BlP'. For the normal tooth thickness in a
h Iical gear, use the normal tooth thieknes (I" =
J.5708lP" where Pn ilhe normal circular pitch
and i found willi, Pn = Plcos{J) and tile helix.
angle in the formula i, = Ileos/l Because rack
shaped cutters (i.e. hob) operate in the normal
plane. the transverse diametral pitch i not usuaUy specified as il. tends to confuse things,
There are everal way of' directly measuring
tooth thickness. These include tooth caliper that
mea lire c.hordal thickness at. III given radius;
pan micrometers, which measure the distance
acros everal teeth; center distance with a mastergear;
and dimensions over baJls, pin or
wire. which gives you a dimension over two
ball placed in opposing tooth spaces. The problem as ociated with specifying tooththiekne s
ba ed on anyone of the e method are the impli.cation that this is the only viable method for
checking the gear. the u ually fal e belief that the
balls will, measure the tooth thicknes at Litenominal pilCb circle. and the need 10 recalculate the
tolerance on the dimen ion over ball when
ehangingthe ire of the call. How these difficulties are eliminated by adopting the convention of
~pecify.ing circular tooth thickness as normal
tooth thickness measured at the ba e .circle wiU
be di cussed LIl!the specifications section.
Outs.ide Diameter, This is defined as the
diameter of the addendum circle. ln 'bevel or

Fig. 3a-Tootl. caUp~n" Courtesy 0/ Van Gerpen and Reece EIIgjlleermg"
Fig. 3~]XI1I
'fiuomtier. Courtr:x), of Van Gerpr:n and Reece Enginlmng.

Ilypoid geering, however, the O.D. is the diameter of the crown circle, [1'1 metric gear designs.
the symbol for outside diameter is do2 and in
English designs it is Do' In spur and helical
gears, the outsid diameter can be found u ing
pitch diameter (D) and addendum (a), in the formuJa Do = D + 2a. In traight. and piral bevel
gears, the formula use pitch diameter (D). the
addendum. (0) and the pitch angle (1) of the
gear. The formula is Do= D + 2a"G cos T. The
pilcllangle of the gear is determined from the
pitch angle of the pinion w.iththe formula F =
90°_ r(.r = tan'~
where z is the number of
teeth an the pinion and Z is the number of teeth
on the gear).
Form Diameter" This is the diameter of the
circle intersecting the trochoid formed by the
cutting tool and the involute toolh profile, It is
a) 0 the limit of tooth contact 'between mating
gear. The symbol is d'f.
Root Dimnete,.. Thi is the diameter of the
root circle. When considering bevel gears, it is
tbe diameter of the root circle at. the outside ends
of the Leeth. The symbol is df2" In spur gears,
root diameter can be determined by df2 D - 2b
(where b '" dedendum and D = pitch diameter).
Itl a worm, the formula is df2 = do - 2h, (where
do is the outside diameter of the pinion and h, is
the whole depth of tooth).
These various design elements will allow you
to define your gear mathematically. They will
either appear as, or be u ed to get. the peciflcadon that will appear Gil your drawings to guide
the manufacturer in the creation of the cutting
tool. needed to make 'the gear.
Other U eful De Ig-o !Elemen.ts
You will need 110 specify other tiring about
your gear that, while not directly related to the
design of the cutting tool. will have a great. impact
011 the manufacture of your gear.
Topland If:idth. Topland is the thickness of
the lap of the tooth as measured ill the direction
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Material's .. The selection of materials is usu-

of rotation. Topland width measures the same
surface perpendicular to the direction of' rotation. It is, therefore, a measurement ofhow thick
the gear teeth w.ill be. This isimportant because
the de igner has to guard against the topland
widtll approaching zero.
.Backlash. Measured all the operating pitch
circle, backlash is the amount of space between
mating teeth in a gear pair when the driving
tooth is in contact with the driven tooth. All gear
pairs must have backlash if they are to operate
properly. When you are designing your gear;
YOIl must consider runout and center distance
tolerances as these will eau e variance in the
circular pitch al the operating pitch circle. and
that is the parameter you use to determine backlash. As a rule of thumb. you can determine
backlash for a given pitch as follow: 0,030 to
0.050 inche divided by the diametral pitch. For
example 113 DP gearset wouldhavea 0.010 to
0 ..017 inch backlash.
Contact Ratio. The ratio of the transverse arc
of action to the transverse base pitch, thi element
is found by dividing the length of mesh along the
line of'contact by the transverse base pitch.
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ally based on the type of application you are
designing. According to Dudley' Gear Handbook: "The use of a specific gear material
should be based on several factors. chief of
which is the service application for which the
component is designed. Other considerations for
the use of aparticular material would 'be material availability, raw stock cost, load-carrying
capacity. environmental considerations such as
eorrosion=-eorrosion protection and manufactilting requirements."
Material are divided into two categories:
ferrous and nonferrous gear materials. Ferrous
materials include all dIe variou types and
grades of iron and. steel. available. The e are tile
most widely 'Usedgear materials today. They are
cheap and can be heat treated tc improve their
bardnessand
increase their load capacity.
Ferrous metals are used when strength. durability and safety are paramount,
Nonferrous gear material include aluminum
alloys, zinc alloys, bronzes, plastics. nonmetallic laminates and other, more exotic materials.
They are often used when gears must be light
wei'ght. as in aerospace applications; or the load
they will carry is minimal, as with computer
printers and otlter light duty consumer applications. They are also useful in precision in truments where the inertia of tuming gear mu [be
minimall, when the gear's operating environment
would be too hostile for icon or steel, or when
low cost mass production is needed.
Post-Manufacture Pr.ocessing. This include
the whole gambit of finishing procedures from
grinding and honing to heat and cryogenic treatments. Thee procedures Me performed to
improve the surface characteristics of the gear in
order [0 reduce or eliminate transmi sian errors
that lead to noise and vibration. For example.
honing has been hown to have a profound
effect on the sound characteristics of the gear
(see "An Experimental Study on the Effect of
Power Honing on Gear Surface Topography,"
Gear Technology,. January/February 1999).
Heat. treatments of various, kinds including
flame hardening, indaction hardening, carburizing, carbonitriding, nitriding and oilier proeeduresare used! to harden and temper steel and
certain kinds of iron by changing the chemical .
and/or grain structure to make them more resistant. to wear, pitting and cracking.
Case Deptli and Hardtle s. If you have chosen a ferrous metal gear for your application, you
have to be concerned with case hardness and 'case

depth. as these parameter ,affectllIe load capacity of your gear. Heat treatments that introduce
carbon or nitrogen into the surface of a metal create a hardened shell, called a case. around a core
of s.omewhat softer metal. Case deptlJis a measure of how thick that hardened shell i, wmle case
hardnes is a measure of how hard the hell i .
Hardness can be measured on, anyone ofa
variety of scales; however. Rockwell C hardnes
or Brinell Hardness Number (BHN) are lhe mo t
prevalent. A, reel with a 250 BHN is equivalent
tc a Rockwell C24 rating. This steel is soft, easy
to cut, and has a moderate load capacity. A teel
with a 610 BUN is equivalent to a Rockwell C58
rating. Atll1i level of hardness-the gear would
R..
have (0 be ground. not cut, and would have a
~
very high load capacity, It is not unusual after
heal treatment for a gear to have a 250 BHN
eore and a 610 BHN case. The advantage of ihe
Fig. 6-lnlttifenmce. Count, of Van GerptlJ and Reeee Engil!l!l!rin,.
case hardening proce s i that the core of ofter
complete picture, your de igner or manufacturer
material is much tougber and more ductile, with
will need [Q know something of the application
better bending fatigue trength,thall the harditself. Specifically. he will. need to under .land
ened bUI. more brinle ca e, which 00_ better pitthe gearbox,
ting,cracking and loadcarry~ng properties.
The Gearbox. Under tanding how your gear
Q.uality. This refers lollle tightness of your
i 10 imeract with the other gears in the gearbox,
design tolerances as well, :IS to the taadard by
and what kind of output you expect to get from
which you are going to measure your gear. Will
that gearbox, is es ential for good gear design.
you use A:GMA, ISO. DIN or some other stanYOII will need to knowthe
size of the gearbox
dard? What clas within the standard are you
as well as the width of the cavity in which the
trying to achieve? AGMA CIa Q I0 gear • for
gear being designed will be installed. You
example, are machine cut and show a good level
should also know how many gears will be
of preci ion with an achievable tolerance of
inside the gearbox. their configuration and the
0.0125 mm to 0.05 mID. QW gears have far
Iubrication you are planning for. The speed you
tightertolerance
than AGMA Gas Q5 .•which
are die cast. commercial qualilY gears with a 1.01- expect from both the gear itselfand the gearbox
as a whole, as weU a the torque and turning
erance range of 0.05 mm 1.0 0.125 rnm. AGMA
force you expect to generate, are al .0 important
Cia s Q14. however, are precisionground
and
consideration .
have a tolerance range of 0.0025 mm to 0.0125
Issue of Gear Specificatimll
mm. Be aware that it is possible to have differSpecifying a gear for manufacture i a SlIaighlent quality levels with respect to alignment
forward proce s once you have all the data the
(lead), profile and runout,
manufacturer will need to do the work. This is noL
You hould also under land the relationshjp
the same a gear de ign, which is a process pribetween heat treatment and quality level . A . a
marlJy focused on developing the tooth, form. but
basic rule of thumb, you will 10 e at least two
it does u e orne of the same design elements you
quality level after heat treating. This mean that
developed duringilie de ign stage. Specification
a gear rated to AGMA Q 10 before going through
is the nex.1step, where your de ign parameters are
heat treatment win come omas an AGMA Q8
put iruocction ..
gear due to the distortions in.volved in heating
The real trick to gear specification is getting
and quenching 'the metal. This is important to
in all the necessary information while excluding
know beeau e you wiU have to decide whether
every tiling el e. The mo t common piece of
to live with the lower quality or put the gear
unneces ary information include 'Part number
through a fini hing proce s to get those lost
and data regarding the mating gear, backlash
quali'ty levels back.
with the mating gear (in spite of Its impcrtaace
These parameters will round out your desin the design stage). cutting tool part numbers,
cription of the gear Itself. However, toget the
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dimension over specific wires or balls. and pitch
circle diameter other than the base circle.
Over pecifying your gear can mean that. you
don't know enough about involute gear design"
that you are unnecessarily restricting the shop to
certain tools and processes, or that there is a
problem with double-dimensioning on the gear
leading to uncertainty as to which measurements
are correct
There are only eight items required to properly specify a gear. Mennoned earlier are number of teeth. circ,ular tooth ,thickness, and lead
ana hand of helix. The ether specifications,
which are based on the design element, are:
base circle r:tuiius, outside radius, tm« involute
form .radl:US" ,",001 radius and face wUJlh. By
including these with your specification drawing,
along with the tolerances on these dimensions,
you will make sure your manufacturer has
enough informanon to both produce and inspect
your gear correctly.
Base Greif! Radius. The easiest way 10 specify the ba e circle size of your gear is to lise the
unroleranced radius of the base circle. You can
also specify 'the base circle radius mathematicall'y using tbe module (the same as the normal
diametral pitch) (111), the pressure angle (aff),
helix angle (jj) and the number of teeth (2) specified at the same point on tile gear tooth. If you
specify these values from different points on the
tooth, you will make er:rors that will be hard to
find and correct, Another problem ari es if these
values are provided along w:ith the base circle
diameter, as this often leads ~o confusion over
which values to use. Assuming that you have all
your values correct, the equation for finding the
base circle radiu is:

Rb

ZCosfTarf'(Tcma/Cos{3

)/

= ------.....:!....-....:......!!2mCosJ3
g

OulSitle

Radius.

Also

referred

point). This parameter can be rendered as a
radius, as degrees of involute roll. to the form
point, or as the length of the base tangent hne to
die form point (you need to know the length of
the base tangent).
Root .Radius. In order to prevent interference. the root radius must be pecifled, This
parameter is measured from the center of rotation to the deepest poim in the tooth fillet, or it
can be developed from the .£001 diameter mentioned above, U should be noted that if the clearance between the root circle and 'the mating gear
looth were allowed to be zero, theni; would be
po sible for the comer of the mating tooth to
interfere with the fillet between ihe root circle
and the form circle.
Faee Width. This is the length of I[he tooth in
the plane (die axial direction) of pur, helical or
herringbone gears, essentially the axial width of
the gear. It is used to make the blank and to calculate stresses. You can find it by dividillg the
length of the teeth. by the co ine of the helix
angle:
F=

T
L

cosfj

Conclusions
There is other information which your
designer or manufacturer will ask you to provide, other decisions to make, but they come
later in the process. YOII must begin with the
basics of your design and effecl.ively communicate the geometry, materials, finishing. qua:lity
requirement and post-manufacturing proces ing of the gear, as well a the demands your
application will place upon it, to your designer
or manufacturer. YOUi ability to provide this
information clearly and accurately will make
the entire design and manufacturing
process
smoother right from [he start. 0

to as the

addendu11l cirele radius. this value can either be

determined from the ,outside diameter or by
tracing a circle with a radius extending from the
mounting center of the gear to the farthest point
on a tooth, In specifying this parameter, be ure
La give the maximum effective diameter as wen
as the minimum actual diameter.
True Involute Form Circle. This circle
crosses the involute urface where the involute
surface' becomes usable. This surface must
remain within tolerance from that point 10 the
outside circle (or to some other specified form.
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